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ON THE CATEGORY AND BOREL TYPE OF THE SET OF POINTS OF ONE-SIDED NON-DIFFERENTIABILITY
In the present paper we shall consider finite real functions of a real variable. We shall apply the following notations:
-the set of points at which the function f possesses no finite or infinite one-sided derivative} BJ{+OO )..-{* s X) = + co}, Ej(-co) = {X : f+(x) = -co} the sets E^(+oo) and E^(-oo) are defined analogously)
Ef (+00 ) Ep( + oo ) u Ef ( -oo ) u Ej( + oo ) o -oo ) j
Af -the set of points at which on one side there is an infinite derivative, and on the other -the Dini derivatives are equal to +co and -oo j A*f -the set of points at which exists finite t' or t'_ but f not exists; m(A) -the Lebesgue measure of a set A) R -the set of all real numbers. The problem considered in the paper is the question of the Borel characterization of the set E* where f is a continuous function. It was proved that, for a continuous function, EjeG^g (see [8] ). In papers [8] and [2] Zahorski and Filipczak showed that if a set E is the union of a set of of type G^ and a set of type G^g, of measure zero, then there exists a continuous funotion f for which E = Er, In paper
[4] we showe the existence of a continuous function f i R-*R for whioh the set E* oannot be represented in the form of the union of a set of type Gg and a set of type Ggg of measure zero.
In our paper «• consider the problems Exists for any set E eG^g the continuous function f t R-*-R such that E a E*. Theorem 1. Let f > R -»R be a non-degenerate continuous function. If e£ is a first category set, then for each closed non-degenerate interval I m(E^^ I)< m(I).
Proof.
Suppose that there exists a closed interval I0 « [a,b] 
Evidently, h is a continuous function. By our assumption Bf nI 0 is a first category set in K and in IQ. Sinoe B£ c E^nIef therefore E^ is a first oategory set in IQ. Henoe it appears that G e G^ and G is dense in IQ. Since G is a subset of type-G^ of the metric space I0> therefore G is a residual set in IQ. Sinoe IQ is a complete space, therefore in virtue of the Baire theorem G is of the second category.
The set G, being a subset of Q^ is also of the first category.
We have obtained a contradiction which ends the proof. Proof. If f + e B1 then f + is continuous on a residual set. From the Dini theorem (see [7] ) it follows that f is differentiable on a residual set. Prom Corollary 2 it follows that m(B^ ol) < m(I). 
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